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Agencies maximize their brine by 

custom blending additives to get 

the most out of their winter 

maintenance dollar.

Salt water is found in the ocean, underground, 
and on your roads. During Michigan winters, 

most local road agencies use some form of salt 

-
ness of brine used to melt snow and ice depends 
on what’s in it and how it is used, factors that can 

agency acquires.

and other organic materials. Manufactured sodium 

Aside from manufactured sodium chloride brine, 

waste product from the cheese industry consisting 
of sodium chloride brine with natural organics. 

the case of pre-wetted salt (see The Bridge 30.3), 

based in the mid-Michigan region. Another, less-

Making Brine from Scratch

-

manufacturing your salt brine you can control 

-
ditional liquids into the brine on demand when 

-

better and more automated machines. “In the last 
two years, we got a more automated system [and 

years ago. Anthony Branch, maintenance director 

 Custom Brines and Blends, page 10

Thomas Page, Technical Writing Intern
Center for Technology & Training

Custom Brines and Blends: 
Maximizing Your Brine with In-house Processing
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Letter from the Editor

T adapt and overcome (learn more 
-

locus
the change in funding at many local road-owning agencies with the 

northwestern US, and the questions about space debris orbiting the 

article about asset management plans, we see how some Michigan 

those challenges. 

and mixing their own brines to combat snow and ice on roadways, 

examining what Iowa has 

-

and sharing of notes; in this issue we show how digital notes can be enhanced 

struggles or those yet to come, we can choose 
who we are and who we will become as an agency responsible for stewardship 

In the meantime, if there are training topics or newsletter article topics 

Suggestions form. 
Victoria

Get free technical assistance and 
training for managing and financing 
projects on water utility systems, 
land-use planning, recycling, and 
solid-waste and energy-use reduction 
programs.

Learn more at gleic.org

For agencies with drinking water, 
storm water, or waste water  
utilities...
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For agencies with drinking water, 
storm water, or waste water  
utilities...

-

-

-

...to County Engineers’ Workshop?  

...to Michigan Bridge Week?

...to Highway Maintenance Conference? 

...to the workshop I was planning to attend?

What’s Going to Happen...
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 continued on page 8

Forty-one Michigan local road-owning 

submit PA 325 compliance 
plan and asset management plan appendixes. 

An asset management plan is more than 
-

the assets an agency owns, the condition of 
those assets, and a plan for managing and 
maintaining those assets. It’s also a document 
that both details how and ensures that public 

it becomes a source of transparency for an 

document also allows local and elected of-

manage their transportation infrastructure on 
a limited budget.

In recent months, local road-owning 

-

The Bridge 32.1). 

asset management plans while preparing their 
submittals, thus crafting their plans in a way 
that their agency will be aided by the sheer fact 

management plans two-and-a-half years 

engineer in the engineering department. “It’s 

actual asset management plan, [which has] 

-

the process of compiling the asset manage-

-

A Story-telling, Strategy-setting, Millage-winning 
Tool: The Asset Management Plan
Victoria Sage, Technical Writer
Center for Technology & Training
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ment plans for their road and bridge assets?

Telling Your Story...

An asset management plan explains the “sto-

board members and constituents, according 

added, “But, [through your plan], you’re pass-
ing on what you’re seeing, what you’re trying 
to head towards, what you’re trying to build, 
and you’re letting your constituents and board 

management plan helps agencies focus their 

implementing an asset management plan 

-
agement plans help put focus on where you 
should direct money because there’s a limited 

says helps foster transparency. In a similar 
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Test sections: top lef t – gravel section 
stabilized with Perma-zyme; top right – 
gravel section stabilized with chloride; left 
– reclaimer on gravel section being stabilized 
with Perma-zyme (Photos: CTT Archive)

Control sections: bottom left – paved section without chipseal (left) and with chipseal (right); bottom right – gravel section without stabilizing agent 
(Photos: CTT Archive)
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Delta CRC Tests Gravel Road Stabilization 
Techniques
Sarah Lindbeck, Technical Writing Intern
Center for Technology & Training

M -

cycles, causing them to deteriorate rapidly. 

frequent maintenance a necessity. But could 

stronger and last longer? That is the question 

to answer when designing a one-mile test strip 
this summer within their county in an attempt 

-
teristics but also because local potato farmers 

test could be performed, a uniform base for 
all the test sections had to be established. 

fabric, six to eight inches of three-inch stone 

and subsequently was shaped and compacted. 
Once a uniform base was added, four 

two-and-a-half inches of hot-mix asphalt 

The three remaining test section were not 

test sections were surfaced with a double 

concept in road design that remain largely 
untested, particularly in climates similar to 

them in his real-world application test shows 
an open-mindedness that could increase the 

-
acts with the clay particles in the soil, creating 

surface. For this reaction to occur success-
fully, clay needs to be present in the soil. 

shaped, compacted, and left to harden. (To 

The Bridge 32.4.)

being shaped and compacted again.

per quarter mile.
The test site was completed this August 

years, particularly during the spring and fall, 

rutting, and other physical characteristics 

performed the day the test sections were 

build roads with stronger base structures. He 
anticipates a winner among the chip-sealed 

will stand for many years, but only time will 

is one great way to ensure optimum use of 
public funds in the future. 
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A Sneak Peek at the Delta CRC Test Setup

Applying stabilizer to loose gravel test strip #2

Grading stabilized gravel test strip #2

Mixing stabilizer into gravel on test strip #2

Graded stabilized gravel test strip #2

Compacting stabilized gravel test strip #2

Testing compaction on gravel test strip #2
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Applying emulsion on gravel test strip #3

Applying chips on gravel test strip #3, continued

Applying chips on gravel test strip #3

Sealcoat on test strip #3

Rolling (and sweeping) on test strip #3

Rolling (and sweeping) on test strip #3

(Photos: CTT Archive)
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its website. “It’s to get the information out there 

the assistant county highway engineer for 

how we do things, and we always tell them hey, 

management plan to present to their board 

priorities mapped out in their asset manage-

and we can explain to our board and the pub-

the recommendations from the state, where 

asset management plans on their websites. 

felt strongly enough about telling their story 

...and Specifying Your Strategy

Going one step further than story alone, both 

their asset management plans, which guide 

funds aside from our routine maintenance 

-
ment plan, that came to a screeching halt, and 
then we are able to extend our money further 
by using an asset management plan and, I 

That’s because asset management plans 

their road and bridge assets but also outlines 

-

the right road at the right time. 

and an asset management plan has led to a 

that  the money is going exactly where it 

Latham says he’s able to explain Berrien 

to his board and the public.

The Asset Management Plan (continued from page 3)

this road because we got a little bit of extra 
-

-
ment plan helps solidify an agency’s priorities 
for managing and maintaining their assets. 

All four also shared that the essential 
elements of their asset management plans are 

owned by the agency and the condition of 

determine “how [to] use [their] money most 

decisions means “politics don’t come into 

Setting a Goal

One area of writing asset management plans 
and compliance plans that has generated 

does note that, to reach an aspirational goal, 
it is important to allow for plenty of time. 

goals were seemingly aspirational when he 

-

-
tions in the good condition rating category.

But, what if they don’t reach their as-

regularly, Latham points out that the plan can 
readily illustrate why a particular goal couldn’t 
be attained and where the money did end up 
going. In that case, he says they’ll update their 

-

Agency plans available on their websites, 
from left: Marquette CRC, Berrien CRD, Grand 
Traverse CRC
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change an agency’s ability to meet their goals, 
such as changes in transportation funding or 
changes in the costs of labor and materials. 

you credibility and [explains] why you’re 

Collaborating with Townships for a 

Greater Good

A unique way that asset management plans 
-
-

diction. “Because of the way things are written 

of a secondary group of roads that doesn’t al-
ways surface to the top of our list despite some 

He says an asset management plan can 

the funding comes from the residents of these 

a mini-asset management plan for roads 

returned to the residents or held in escrow for 
maintenance purposes, he explains.

Further, asset management plans can 
support townships in their decision to enact 

general law townships can enact road millages 

-

on where and how their funding can be spent, 
the county local roads often get bypassed in 

-
ing able to present an asset management plan 
to townships can help them see and address 
the needs on local roads in the township. He 

department and the townships generates the 
best road condition results across the county 

asset management plans one step further, 

-
ing the county road commission’s budget. He 
gathered condition data for each segment of 
road, not only on the county primary system, 

of the plan for managing their road assets.

decided to allow the townships to raise an extra 

an operating millage for the township, [...and] it 

townships are able to raise the additional mill 

the asset management plan but to follow it as 

on our face trying to explain to our town-

-

before actually helped us to go to the county 

-
port and without the asset management plan, 

Why They Do AMPs

time and resources into producing an asset 

picture for the public to see what happens in 

document and can change year to year based 

Beyond the story itself, the asset man-
agement plan is one of the best tools for 

strategy in roadsoft, they’re a tool. Use the 
tools, that’s what they’re there for. …[They 
help] explain why you are doing what you are 

website, he said, “If you don’t follow it to a 

and the road commission board is critical to 
the success of the asset management plan. 

asset management plan and your board has 

“If later on somebody questions why you 
spent money on something, you can always 

say according to the dollar amount that you 
got, where you put this money was the most 

TAMC tools, developed and distributed by the Center for Technology & Training, for creating bridge 
and pavement asset management plans and a compliance plan
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Bettering Your Brine (continued from Page 1)

to Branch. The machine at the Genesee 

-
tinues to circulate that water and salt until it 
gets to a certain percentage consistency, and 

He says that, once the brine is in the storage 

-

as much as they need when they need it. “It’s 

come in to get it, we can determine when we 

-

when you’re playing with time with Mother 

Blends: Customizing Purchased Brines

the purchased brine and blends it with organic 

recently put in a mixing system that blends 

formulations with Michigan well brine. He 

salt brine and decided not to get into that 

a six-inch water well, and we decided that the 
cost of us putting in a separate well [would be 

mixing apparatus that allows them to “mix 

different blends 
depending on what 
the weather’s go-

their minimum us-

the organics. He 

is unique in that it 
is a mixing-only 

-

with an integrated mixing system. Depending 
on the setup, system costs can be expected to 

or so. Mixing systems can also be integrated 
into existing brine distribution systems.

Before setting up their mixing facility, the 

-

How is brine used?

Once on hand, brine can be used in three ways 

ice and snow buildup on roads. The most 
common method used by many Michigan 

salt with brine before or as it is distributed on 
the road surface. Some agencies simply apply 
liquid salt brine or other organic products on 

salt to be pre-wet as it is placed on the road 
surface. In either case, salt pre-wet by brine is 

path and not bounce onto the shoulder of the 

-
ity of the brine to 

it is spread.
 The second brine 

application method 
is de-icing, or direct 
liquid application, 
where the liquid is 
sprayed directly on 
the roads to melt the 

The third method is anti-icing, which is 

salt brine that helped that, but we added some 

Using a combination of pre-wetting salt, 
de-icing with direct liquid application, and 

-

A Better Brine

safer because there’s no [ice] bond there 

being able to use custom-made brine in a 

how you buy bigger and better equipment. If 
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Brine-making facility at City of Farmington Hills (Photos courtesy of City of 
Farmington Hills DPW)

Mixing facility at Emmet CRC (Photos courtesy of Emmet CRC)
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Two Simple Changes to Increase Brine Usage
Paul McDivitt, LTAP Feelancer
Minnesota LTAP, Reprinted from Minnesota LTAP Technology Exchange, Vol. 27, No. 3 September 2019

Dix was slated to present in-person at 

On the morning of the conference, a 

the middle of his plow route so that he could 

to reduce the impact of road salt on water 
quality. At the time of the symposium, the 

No Nozzle

per ton was a good brine rate. He measured 

Hydraulic pre-wet pumps

to get more liquid, especially treated liquid, 

higher rates so you’re able to get more brine 

-

out and prepped for summer properly and 

said, with not much liquid coming out. “Once 

pump is capable of.

Pre-wet Vs. DLA

Brine pre-wet is measured using gallons per 
ton while liquid deicing uses gallons per 
mile. Because the lighquid pre-wet rate is tied 
to the granular rate, at low granular rates the 
liquid rates are exceptionally low.

Dix guessed the common direct liquid 

per mile. DLA rates are generally higher than 
anti-icing rates.

programing change.

-

which has been the best balance on a single 

pounds per mile, this compares to a pre-wet 

Salt use down

-

There are some challenges. For starters, you 

miles per hour without maxing out the pump.
But with two simple, low-cost changes, Dix 

-

Reprinted from Minnesota LTAP: Two Simple 
. In: Technology 

, September 2019. Minnesota LTAP. Avail-
able: http://www.mnltap.umn.edu/publications/
exchange/2019/September/two/index.html. For more 
information, contact Minnesota LTAP.
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Iowa Creates Virtual Public Involvement Tool
U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration
In: Innovator September/October 2020

T -
-

highway agencies.
As mobile phone, internet, and social media use 

-

-

-

said Brad Hofer, director of the Iowa DOT 

PIMA Goals

-

Traditionally, the Iowa DOT held public 
meetings primarily for larger, more complex 

details from any past public meetings. It also 

PIMA homescreen (top) and a project description example on PIMA (bottom). (Photo: Screenshots 
of public.iowadotpi.com)
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-
ments electronically.

In recent months, the Iowa DOT 

-

a prerecorded presentation at their 

they watch. Meeting materials can 

maps, and slide presentations.

information meetings in the future.

Spreading the Word

The Iowa DOT has demonstrated the 
-

efforts. The Georgia and Massachusetts 
-

are considering implementation.

agreement with the stipulations that other 

appropriate, not share proprietary informa-

Reprinted from Federal Highway Administration: 
. 

In: , September/October 2020. U.S. 
Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration. Available: https://www.fhwa.
dot.gov/innovation/innovator/issue80/. For more 
information, contact Carolyn Nelson of the Federal Highway 

information on virtual public involvement. Contact Brad Hofer, 
Valerie Brewer, or John Rees of the Iowa DOT for details on 
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The PIMA map can be used to see comments, meetings, and 
overall support for projects (top). Members of Iowa DOT can 
create meetings that the public can attend virtually through 
PIMA or in person (bottom). (Photo: Screenshots of public.
iowadotpi.com)

 Did you know?

The Bridge 31-2 for more 

Local road-owning agencies in Michi-
gan also use technology to communicate 

-
-

tyroads.net) displays detailed information 

can be located on a map similar to those 

Kent CRC website (left). Grand Traverse CRC website (right).
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Note Taking: Strategies for the Digital World – Part 2

Layout by Hannah Bershing, Technical Writing Intern — CTT

Laura Bufanda, Front Office Intern
Victoria Sage, Technical Writer
Center for Technology & Training

O
notes and handouts (see The Bridge 33.1).

capturing one of the best features of pen and paper.

Drawing
Draw ribbon; 

then, select your preferred drawing tool from the Tools
draw, and release the left mouse button to stop drawing.

Inserting Pictures

add images to notes, select the Insert ribbon; then, select Pictures or Online Pictures in the Images -
word using the Online Pictures dialogue box.
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 Tips & Tricks

• 

Pixabay, Unsplash, and Pexels.

Inserting/Attaching Files from Your Computer

Insert ribbon; then, select File Attachment from 
the File
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We’re here to help you: 
Tim Colling, PhD, PE, traffic safety & asset management  Chris Gilbertson, 
PhD, PE, bridges/structures  Pete Torola, PE, paved & unpaved road design, 
construction, and maintenance  Andy Manty, PE, paved & unpaved road 
design, construction, and maintenance  Zack Fredin, PE, bridges/structures

2020 Two-span Continuous Steel Plate Bridge Girder  
Design Workshop

December 1 & 3 – two-day webinar

Mark Your Calendar: 2021 County Engineers’ Workshop
February 9-11 – Bellaire (see , p. 2)

Mark Your Calendar: 2021 Michigan Bridge Week
March 16-18 – Ypsilanti (see , p. 2)

Mark Your Calendar: 2021 Highway Maintenance Conference
: April 27 | : April 28 – Bellaire (see p. 2)

Coming Soon: 2021 Writing & Presentation Skills Workshop
April – webinars

* See page 2 for more information about on-site and online events

More training opportunities!

Visit ctt.mtu.edu/webinars-and-workshops to learn about webinars 
and workshops offered by the Michigan LTAP/Center for Technology 
& Training


